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802 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingB (�; �) for a omplex-valued  extends to a non-symmetri Dirihlet form if and onlyif  satis�es the setor ondition, that is, ifjIm (�)j � Re (�) (0:3)is valid for some onstant  > 0. Clearly, the orresponding stohasti proesses areagain L�evy proesses.Let us briey reall the de�nition of a non-symmetri Dirihlet form:De�nition. A losed, densely de�ned bilinear form �E(�; �);D(E)� on L2(Rn;R) isalled non-symmetri Dirihlet form if it satis�es the following properties:(DF.1) E(u; u) � 0.(DF.2) jE(u; v)j � KpE(u; u) + hu; ui0pE(v; v) + hv; vi0 (weak setor ondition)for some onstant K > 0.(DF.3) u+ ^ 1 2 D(E) for all u 2 D(E).(DF.4) E(u+ u+ ^ 1; u� u+ ^ 1) � 0 and E(u� u+ ^ 1; u+ u+ ^ 1) � 0.(DF.5) D(E) is omplete under eE1(u; v) = E(u; v) + E(v; u) + hu; vi0.That we an assoiate a Markov proess to any non-symmetri Dirihlet form was shownby C. Carillo-Menendez [5℄. Standard introdutory texts to the theory of non-symmetriDirihlet forms are the leture notes of Y. Oshima [19, 22℄ and the textbook [17℄ byZ.-M. Ma and M. R�okner.The ontinuous negative de�nite funtion R 3 � 7! �ib� (b 2 R) learly orrespondsto a L�evy proess { the (deterministi) drift proess of speed �b { but it does not satisfy(0.3) and it is not possible to assoiate the drift proess with a non-symmetri Dirihletform. We an, however, assoiate with �ib� a bilinear form that we will all drift form,ZR(�ib�)bu(�)bv(�)d� = b ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx: (0:4)The usual way to estimate this form is an appliation of the Cauhy-Shwarz inequalityto the right-hand side,����b ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx���� � jbj kuk0dvdx0 � jbj kuk0 kvkH1(R)where k � k0 denotes the L2-norm and Hs(R) (s 2 R) is the usual L2-Sobolev spae.Already in [9℄, however, it was pointed out that the estimate����b ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx���� � ZRjb�j jbu(�)j jbv(�)j d� � jbj kukH 12 (R)kvkH 12 (R)an be advantageous and that the drift form should be onsidered as a ontinuousbilinear form over H 12 (R)�H 12 (R) (whih is learly di�erent from L2(R)�H1(R)).Observe that for any 0 < � < 1 the funtion � 7! (�ib�)� is again ontinuousnegative de�nite. Moreover, it satis�es (0.3) sineIm(�i�)� = j�j� sin ��2 = tan ��2 j�j� os ��2 = �Re(�i�)�:



Frational Derivatives 803Thus, ZR(�i�)�bu(�)bv(�) d�is a non-symmetri Dirihlet form with domain H �2 (R). Using frational derivatives wean rewrite this form asZR(�i�)�bu(�)bv(�)d� = ZRD �2�u(x)D �2+ v(x) dx (0:5)and, at least formally, the limitlim�"1 ZRD �2�u(x)D �2+ v(x) dx = ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx (0:6)should exist for suitable funtions u and v. This shows that the drift form, although it isitself not a Dirihlet form, an be obtained as a limit of non-symmetri Dirihlet forms.Note that the L�evy proess assoiated with the harateristi exponent � 7! (i�)� is a(non-symmetri) stable proess of order � (see J. Bertoin [4: Chapter VIII.1℄).In this paper we will systematially investigate the observations made above andexamine ertain types of Dirihlet forms. In Setion 1 we ollet the material neededfrom the theory of frational integrals and derivatives. The above onsiderations for one-dimensional drift forms will be made rigorous in Setion 2. Exploiting the properties offrational powers of (ontinuous) negative de�nite funtions we show in Setion 3 thatany L�evy proess with state spae Rn is desribed by a bilinear form whih is obtainedas a limit of non-symmetri Dirihlet forms.There are several generalizations of the notion of Dirihlet forms:(1) Semi-Dirihlet forms (f. Z.-M. Ma, L. Overbek and M. R�okner [16℄.(2) Stimulated by results of M. Pierre [23, 24℄, Y. Oshima [20 - 22℄ introduedtime-dependent or paraboli Dirihlet forms.(3) W. Stannat [29, 30℄ introdued generalized Dirihlet forms.In Setion 4 we onsider the time-dependent forms of Y. Oshima whih have thestruture ZRE(�)(u(�; �); v(�; �)) d� + ZRZRn �u(�; x)�� v(�; x) dxd� (0:7)where fE(�)g�2R is a one-parameter family of Dirihlet forms on D(E(�)) = D(E(0)) �L2(Rn). The seond term in (0.7) is a kind of drift form. We prove that for 0 < � < 1the form ZRE(�)(u(�; �); v(�; �)) d� + ZRZRnD �2�;�u(�; x)D �2+;�v(�; x) dxd� (0:8)is a non-symmetri Dirihlet form (in R�Rn-spae) and that (0.7) is obtained as a limitof (0.8) for � ! 1. (It is an interesting open question whether the theory of frationaldi�usions of W. R. Shneider and W. Wyss [28℄ an be treated within this framework.)



804 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingSetion 5 is devoted to higher-dimensional drift forms with variable oeÆients,D(u; v) = nXj=1 ZRn bj(x)u(x) �v(x)dxj dx: (0:9)In order to get analoguous results to the (one-dimensional) onstant oeÆient ase ofSetion 2, we need to establish ommutator estimates for partial frational derivativesD��;j in diretion xj . For bj 2 C1b (Rn) we get as abovejD(u; v)j �  kukH 12 (Rn) kvkH 12 (Rn):The bilinear forms D(�)(�; �),D(�)(u; v) = nXj=1 ZRn bj(x)u(x)D�+;jv(x) dx (0 < � < 1)an be extended to Dirihlet forms if the oeÆient funtions satisfy the additionalonditionsnXj=1D��;jbj � 0 and nXj=1 �D�j;Im(bju)� bjD�j;Imu� uD�j;Imbj� = 0with D�j;Im := 12 (D��;j � D�+;j). This is, for example, the ase if bj(x1; : : : ; xn) is inde-pendent of xj .The �nal setion is in a more abstrat and general setting. In Theorem 6.2 wedisuss in the ontext of this paper a result known for � = 12 (see T. Kato [13℄): weshow that for the generator of a Markov semigroup (A;D(A)) on a omplex Hilbertspae the frational powers (�A)� (0 < � < 1) are setorial operators. This enables usto dedue that the form h�Au; vi is the limit of setorial forms (in fat, non-symmetriDirihlet forms) h(�A)�u; vi as � ! 1. This observation suggests that the results ofSetion 4 arry over to generalized Dirihlet forms in the sense of Stannat. It seemsto be reasonable to onjeture that many notions form potential theory as well as theMarkov proesses { onsidered by Y. Oshima in the theory of time-dependent Dirihletforms and by W. Stannat in the theory of generalized Dirihlet forms { an be obtainedin the limit from the orresponding objets given by the approximating non-symmetriDirihlet forms.Finally, let us mention that reently several authors started to investigate relationsof frational derivatives with Markov proesses, for example R. Goreno and F. Mainardi[7, 8℄ or A. Kr�ageloh [14℄.Aknowledgement. The authors bene�tted a lot from leture ourses by andstimulating disussions with our olleagues from Japan, Professor M. Fukushima andProfessor Y. Oshima.Part of this work was done while the seond-named author was researh assoiateat the Max-Plank-Institute for Mathematis in the Sienes, Leipzig (Germany).



Frational Derivatives 8051. Frational integrals and derivativesIn the following setions we will need several results from the theory of frational in-tegrals and derivatives whih we ollet here. Most of the material is taken from themonograph [26℄ by S. G. Samko et al., another standard referene is the book [25℄ byB. Rubin.De�nition 1.1. For 0 < � < 1 the frational integrals I�+� and I��� are given byI�+�(x) = 1�(�) Z x�1 �(t)(x� t)1�� dt (1:1)I���(x) = 1�(�) Z 1x �(t)(t� x)1�� dt: (1:2)If we denote t+ = 1(0;1)(t)tt� = 1(�1;0)(t)jtjwe �nd that I���(x) = 1�(�) ZRt��1� �(x� t) dt = 1�(�) ZR+ t��1 �(x� t) dt; (1:3)i.e. frational integrals are in fat onvolution operators. Splitting the integration intotwo parts I���(x) = 1�(�) Z 10 t��1�(x� t) dt+ 1�(�) Z 11 t��1�(x� t) dtand applying the Minkowski integral inequality to the �rst term, the H�older inequalityto the seond term, immediately shows that I��� is (for almost every x 2 R) well-de�nedfor any � 2 Lp(R) with 1 � p < 1� and 0 < � < 1. In partiular, I��� is de�ned for all� 2 S(R), i.e. the Shwartz spae of rapidly dereasing funtions on R.De�nition 1.2. For 0 < � < 1 the frational derivatives D�+ and D�� are de�nedby D�+�(x) = 1�(1��) ddx Z x�1 �(t)(x� t)� dt (1:4)D���(x) = � 1�(1��) ddx Z 1x �(t)(t� x)� dt: (1:5)For � � 1 we set n = [�℄ + 1 andD���(x) = (�1)n�(n�1) dndxn ZR+ tn���1 �(x� t) dt: (1:6)It is not hard to see that D��� is well-de�ned for all � 2 S(R). Moreover, thefollowing Marhaud representation holds.



806 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingLemma 1.3. Let 0 < � < 1. Then the operatorsD���(x) = ��(1��) ZR+ �(x)� �(x� t)t1+� dt (1:7)are well-de�ned for � 2 S(R) and satisfy D��� = D��� for all � 2 S(R).Note that the (maximal) domains of the operators D�� and D�� do not oinide. Theonvergene of the integral in (1.7) depends on a H�older ondition for � at 0, whereas(1.4) and (1.5) require ertain growth onditions of � at in�nity. For our purposes (1.7)seems to be slightly more general, and we will therefore take D�� as frational derivative.In partiular, the operators D�� are well-de�ned for onstant funtions f(x) � , and(1.7) gives in this ase D��f(x) � 0.For � 2 S(R) we have alwaysD��I��� = I��D��� = �: (1:8)Theorem 1.4. For � 2 S(R) and 0 < � < 1 the Fourier transforms of I��� andD��� are dI���(�) = 1(�i�)� b�(�) (1:9)[D���(�) = (�i�)� b�(�): (1:10)By (1.10) and Planherel's theorem we getZRu(x)D�+v(x) dx = ZRv(x)D��u(x) dx (u; v 2 S(R)): (1:11)Sine j(�i�)�j � j�j�, Theorem 1.4 implies that D��jS(R) an be extended onto theSobolev spae H�(R) suh that the mapping D�� : H�(R)! L2(R) is ontinuous.2. Frational powers of the translation invariant drift formin one dimensionThe bilinear form b ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx (b 2 R n f0g) (2:1)de�ned on S(R) is alled translation invariant drift form. Integration by parts yieldsb ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx = �b ZRdu(x)dx v(x) dx (2:2)whih means that the drift form is ompletely antisymmetri. Therefore, setting v = uin (2.2) shows b ZRu(x) du(x)dx dx = 0:



Frational Derivatives 807An appliation of Planherel's theorem givesb ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx = b ZRbu(�)� ddxv�b(�)d�;and this impliesb ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx = b ZRbu(�) i� bv(�)d� = ZR(�ib�)bu(�) bv(�) d�: (2:3)It is well-known that � 7! �ib� (b 2 R) is a ontinuous negative de�nite funtion,but sine Re(�ib�) � 0, the assoiated bilinear form is no translation invariant (non-symmetri) Dirihlet form. (By de�nition, a Dirihlet form (B(�; �);D(B)) on L2(Rn)is translation invariant, if for all translations �a (a 2 Rn) and all u; v 2 D(B) onehas B(�au; �av) = B(u; v).) This follows from a result due to C. Berg and G. Forst[2: Theorem 3.7℄ where it is shown that for a ontinuous negative de�nite funtion : Rn ! C the assoiated bilinear formB (u; v) = Z nR  (�)bu(�)bv(�)d� (u; v 2 S(Rn)) (2:4)extends to a non-symmetri Dirihlet form if and only ifjIm (�)j � Re (�) (� 2 Rn) (2:5)holds for some onstant  > 0. Reall that a funtion  : Rn ! C is said to be negativede�nite, if  (0) � 0 and if � 7! e�t (�) is for all t > 0 positive de�nite in the usualsense. In this ase, the domain of the Dirihlet form turns out to beD(B ) = nu 2 L2(Rn) : pRe bu 2 L2(Rn)o :A standard way to onstrut new ontinuous negative de�nite funtions from agiven one is the omposition with Bernstein funtions: for any Bernstein funtion f andany (ontinuous) negative de�nite funtion  the funtion f Æ  is again (ontinuous)negative de�nite (f. C. Berg and G. Forst [3: p. 69℄).We are interested in the speial Bernstein funtions f�(x) = x� (0 < � < 1).Beause of the L�evy-Khinhin representationx� = ��(1��) ZR+(1� e�sx) s���1 dswe �nd for a ontinuous negative de�nite funtion  : R! C that (�)� = (f� Æ  )(�) = ��(1��) ZR+ �1� e�s (�)� s���1 ds:



808 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingWe get, in partiular, for the funtion  (�) = �i�(�i�)� = ��(1��) ZR+ �1� os(�s)� dss�+1 + i��(1��) ZR+ sin(�s) dss�+1= j�j� os���2 sgn ��� ij�j� sin���2 sgn ��: (2:6)Sine 0 < � < 1, we see j�j� os���2 sgn �� = j�j� os���2 �and j�j� sin���2 sgn �� = sgn � j�j� sin���2 �and this implies, in turn,jIm(�i�)�j = j�j� sin���2 � = tan���2 � j�j� os���2 � = �Re(�i�)�with the onstant � = tan ��2 <1 sine � < 1. Thus, the ontinuous negative de�nitefuntion (�i�)� ful�lls (2.5), and { by the general theorem of Berg and Forst { theassoiated bilinear formZR(�ib�)� bu(�)bv(�)d� (b 2 R n f0g) (2:7)extends to a non-symmetri translation invariant Dirihlet form.We want to give a di�erent representation of form (2.7). Without loss of generalitywe will assume from now on that b = 1. By (2.6) we �nd for u; v 2 S(R)ZR(�i�)� bu(�)bv(�)d� = ��(1��) ZRZR+(1� os(s�))bu(�)bv(�) dss�+1 d�+ i ZRZR+ sin(s�) bu(�)bv(�) dss�+1 d�!:Observe that for u 2 S(R)eiy� bu(�) = \u(y + �)(�) = [��yu(�) (y; � 2 R)holds and that we have the identities1� os(s�) = Re�1� e�is�� = 12 �1� e�is���1� e�is��respetively sin(s�) = 12i�eis� � e�is�� = 12i�ei s2 � � e�i s2 ���ei s2 � + e�i s2 ��:



Frational Derivatives 809Using (several times) Planherel's theorem and Fubini's theorem, we get for u; v 2 S(R)ZRZR+(1� os(s�)) bu(�)bv(�) dss�+1 d�= 12 ZR+ZR(u� �su)b(�)(v � �sv)b(�)d� dss�+1= 12 ZR+ZR(u(x)� u(x� s))(v(x)� v(x� s)) dx dss�+1= 14 ZRZR(u(x� y)� u(x))(v(x� y)� v(x))jyj�+1 dxdyand, in a similar way,i ZRZR+ sin(s�) bu(�)bv(�) dss�+1 d�= 12 ZR+ZR(�� s2u� � s2u)b(�)(�� s2 v + � s2 v)b(�)d� dss�+1= 12 ZR+ZR�u(x+ s2 )� u(x� s2 )��v(x+ s2 ) + v(x� s2 )� dx dss�+1= 12�+1 ZR+ZR�u(x+ t)� u(x� t)��v(x+ t) + v(x� t)� dx dtt�+1 :This is almost the proof of our next theorem.Theorem 2.1. For any 0 < � < 1 the bilinear formE(�)(u; v)= ZR(�i�)� bu(�)bv(�) d�= �4�(1� �) ZRZR(u(x� y)� u(x))(v(x� y)� v(x))jyj�+1 dxdy+ �2�+1�(1� �) ZRZR+ (u(x+ y)� u(x� y))(v(x+ y) + v(x� y))y�+1 dydx (2:8)
is a non-symmetri translation invariant Dirihlet form with domain H�=2(R).Proof. Identity (2.8) follows from the alulations preeding the theorem. Thatthe bilinear form is indeed a non-symmetri Dirihlet form an be either onluded fromthe general theory by C. Berg and G. Forst [2℄ or diretly veri�ed using the right-handside of (2.8): bilinearity, losedness, properties (DF.1) and (DF.2) are obvious, H �2 (R)is a Hilbert spae (with respet to the symmetri part of E(�)(�; �)) whih is invariantunder Lipshitz maps, and the ontration property (DF.4) is easily (although tediously)heked by a diret omputationUsing the results on frational derivatives summarized in Setion 1 we an rewrite(2.8) in the following form.



810 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingTheorem 2.2. For 0 < � < 1 and u; v 2 S(R) we haveZRv(x)D��u(x) dx = ZRD �2�u(x)D �2+ v(x) dx = ZR(�i�)� bu(�)bv(�) d� (2:9)where the seond equality holds even for u; v 2 H�=2(R).Proof. Sine we know thatZR(�i�)� bu(�)bv(�)d� = ZR(�i�)�2 bu(�) (i�)�2 bv(�) d�the assertion follows from (1.10) and Planherel's theoremNote that Theorem 2.2 remains valid if � = 1. This follows essentially form (2.3).Corollary 2.3. For all u; v 2 S(R) or u; v 2 H 12 (R) we haveZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx = ZRD 12�u(x)D1=2+ v(x) dx: (2:10)Observe that (2.10) implies, in partiular, for all b 2 R����b ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx���� � jbj kukH 12 (R)kvkH 12 (R):Moreover, the following onvergene result holds true.Theorem 2.4. For all u; v 2 S(R) or u; v 2 H 12 (R) we havelim�!1 ZRD �2�u(x)D �2+ v(x) dx = ZRD 12�u(x)D 12+v(x) dx: (2:11)Proof. Sine for all � 2 R���(�i�)�bu(�)bv(�)��� � j�j� jbu(�)j jbv(�)j � (1 + j�j) jbu(�)j jbv(�)jwe an apply the dominated onvergene theorem and onludelim�!1ZRD �2�u(x)D �2+ v(x) dx = lim�!1ZR(�i�)� bu(�)bv(�) d�= ZR(�i�)bu(�)bv(�)d�= ZRD 12�u(x)D 12+v(x) dxfor all u; v 2 H 12 (R)Corollary 2.5. For all u 2 H 12 (R) and v 2 H1(R) we havelim�!1 ZRD �2�u(x)D �2+ v(x) dx = ZRu(x) dv(x)dx dx: (2:12)We have thus found that the translation invariant drift form is the pointwise limitof non-symmetri translation invariant Dirihlet forms.Obviously, the generator of the Dirihlet form hD�=2� �; D�=2+ �i0 is the operator �D��with domain H�(R). A alulation similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.4 showsagain that for all u 2 H1(R)lim�"1D��u = � ddxu strongly in H1(R):



Frational Derivatives 8113. A remark on the losure of the set of translation invariantnon-symmetri Dirihlet formsLet  : Rn ! C be a ontinuous negative de�nite funtion. It is well known that onean assoiate with every suh  a uniquely determined L�evy proess fX t gt�0 with statespae Rn. If  is real-valued, the proess fX t gt�0 is also assoiated to the symmetriDirihlet form ZRn (�)bu(�)bv(�)d�with domain H ;1(Rn) whih is given byH ;1(Rn) = �u 2 L2(Rn) : kukH ;1(Rn) <1	 (3:1)where kuk2H ;1(Rn) = ZRn(1 +  (�))jbu(�)j2 d� (3:2)(see [3: p. 92℄). For an arbitrary ontinuous negative de�nite funtion  : Rn ! C weintrodue the spaes H ;s(Rn) (s 2 R) as in (3.1) but with normkukH ;s(Rn) = (1 + j j) s2 bu0 : (3:3)This sale of anisotropi Sobolev spaes is studied in [11℄ and [12: Chapter III.10℄.Suppose now that  : Rn ! C satis�es also (2.5). Sine the real part Re is itselfa ontinuous negative de�nite funtion, the result of C. Berg and G. Forst [2℄ ombinedwith the theory of non-symmetri Dirihlet forms (f. [17℄) imply that also in this asethe L�evy proess fX t gt�0 is assoiated to the non-symmetri Dirihlet formB (u; v) = ZRn  (�)bu(�)bv(�)d�with domain H ;1(Rn) = HRe ;1(Rn).Assume for the moment that  : Rn ! C is an arbitrary ontinuous negativede�nite funtion and de�ne the form B (�; �) for this  as above. From the estimate���� ZRn  (�)bu(�)bv(�) d����� � �ZRn j (�)j jbu(�)j2d�� 12�ZRn j (�)j jbv(�)j2d�� 12where u; v 2 S(Rn) we easily deduejB (u; v)j � kukH ;1(Rn)kvkH ;1(Rn)for all u; v 2 H ;1(Rn). Observe now that for any 0 < � < 1 and z = x + iy 2 C wehave z� = jzj�ei� arg z = jzj�� os(� arg z) + i sin(� arg z)�:



812 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingIf x = Rez � 0, then arg z 2 [��2 ; �2 ℄, henejImz�j = tan(� arg z)Rez� � tan���2 �Rez�:In partiular, for any ontinuous negative de�nite funtion  : Rn ! C the funtion � : Rn ! C (0 < � < 1) is again ontinuous negative de�nite (see, e.g., [3: p. 45℄)and, sine Re � 0, we havejIm �(�)j � tan���2 �Re �(�) (0 < � < 1): (3:4)Thus the frational power  � (0 < � < 1) of an arbitrary ontinuous negative de�nitefuntion satis�es automatially ondition (2.5). Moreover, there exists a L�evy proessfX �t gt�0 assoiated with the non-symmetri translation invariant Dirihlet formZRn  �(�)bu(�)bv(�) d�with domain H �;1(Rn) = HRe �;1(Rn). It is worth being notied that the proessfX �t gt�0 has a realization as the proess subordinate (in the sense of Bohner) tofX t gt�0 with respet to the one-sided �-stable subordinator f�tgt�0 whih is by def-inition an independent inreasing L�evy proess with the Bernstein funtion s 7! s� asharateristi exponent (see [4℄ or [27℄ for details).The elementary estimate1 + Re �(�) � 1 + j (�)j� � 2(1 + j (�)j)� � 2(1 + j (�)j)implies that H ;1(Rn) � H �;1(Rn) for all 0 < � � 1. Sine for all u; v 2 H ;1(Rn)j �(�)j jbu(�)j jbv(�)j � (1 + j (�)j)jbu(�)j jbv(�)j;we get, as in Theorem 2.4, by dominated onvergenelim�!1ZRn �(�)bu(�)bv(�)d� = B (u; v) (u; v 2 H ;1(Rn)): (3:5)We have thus shown that for any L�evy proess fX t gt�0 there exists a bilinear form(B (�; �); H ;1(Rn)) that an be obtained as a pointwise limit in H ;1(Rn) of the non-symmetri translation invariant Dirihlet forms �B �(�; �); H �;1(Rn)� (0 < � < 1).



Frational Derivatives 8134. Time-dependent and generalized Dirihlet formsBuilding on results by J. L. Lions and E. Magenes [15℄, M. Pierre introdued in [23,24℄ paraboli or time-dependent Dirihlet spaes, and in [20, 21℄ Y. Oshima was able toonstrut a Markov proess assoiated with a time-dependent Dirihlet spae. Oshima'sonsiderations were taken up by W. Stannat [29, 30℄ who followed the work by Lions andMagenes loser than Pierre and Oshima did and who introdued generalized Dirihletforms and the assoiated stohasti proesses.We want to show how frational derivatives enter naturally in the haraterization oftime-dependent Dirihlet spaes. Moreover, we will show that time-dependent Dirihletforms arise as limits of ertain non-symmetri Dirihlet forms. Similar statements holdalso for generalized Dirihlet forms. Our presentation here follows, to some extent, thepaper [10℄.Let us briey reall the notion of time-dependent Dirihlet forms. Let V � L2(Rn)be a dense subspae suh that (V; k � kV ) is a Hilbert spae and assume that the testfuntions C1 (Rn) � V are a dense subset. Assume, moreover, that kuk0 � kukV forall u 2 V and some onstant  > 0. As usual, we identify L2(Rn) with its topologialdual and we get V ,! L2(Rn) ,! V 0where \,!" stands for dense and ontinuous embedding. As usual, we havekukV 0 = sup06=v2V jhu; vi0jkvkV :Assume, furthermore, that V is stable under normal ontrations, i.e. u+ ^ 1 2 V forall u 2 V . For � 2 R let E(�) : V � V ! R be symmetri bilinear forms satisfying thefollowing onditions:(D.1) For all u; v 2 V the real-valued funtion � 7! E(�)(u; v) is measurable.(D.2) The bilinear form E(�)� (u; v) = E(�)(u; v) + � hu; vi0 is uniformly ontinuous onV � V with respet to � , that is, there is a onstant M� > 0 suh thatjE(�)� (u; v)j �M�kukV kvkVfor all u; v 2 V and � 2 R.(D.3) There exist two onstants �1 � 0 and 0 > 0 suh thatE(�)(u; u) � 0kuk2V � �1kuk20for all u 2 V and � 2 R.(D.4) For all u 2 V and � 2 R we have E(�)(u+ ^ 1; u+ ^ 1) � E(�)(u; u).De�ne on R� Rn the funtion spaesH = L2(R;L2(Rn)) ' L2(R)
 L2(Rn)V = L2(R;V ) ' L2(R)
 VV 0 = L2(R;V 0) ' L2(R)
 V 0



814 N. Jaob and R. L. Shillingwhih are equipped with their natural normskuk2H = ZRku(�; �)k20 d�kuk2V = ZRku(�; �)k2V d�kuk02V = ZRku(�; �)k2V 0 d�:The next de�nition is due to Y. Oshima [20℄.De�nition 4.1. Let E(�)(�; �) be as above suh that onditions (D.1) - (D.4) aresatis�ed. The time-dependent Dirihlet spae (E(�; �);F) assoiated with the familyfE(�)(�; �)g�2R is given byF = �u 2 V : �u�� 2 V 0� ; kuk2F = kuk2V + �u�� 02Vand, for u 2 F and v 2 V,E(u; v) := ZRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� � ZRD�u(�; �)�� ; v(�; �)E0 d�while for u 2 V and v 2 FE(u; v) := ZRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� + ZRD�v(�; �)�� ; u(�; �)E0 d�:We are interested in the ase where V = H ;1(Rn) for a �xed ontinuous negativede�nite funtion  : Rn ! R. Let us therefore assume that a family of symmetriDirihlet forms fE(�)(�; �); H ;1(Rn)g�2R is given suh that:(D.10) � 7! E(�)(u; v) is measurable for all u; v 2 H ;1(Rn).(D.20) jE(�)(u; v)j �MkuH ;1(Rn)kvkH ;1(Rn) with M independent of � .(D.30) E(�)(u; u) � 0kuk2H ;1(Rn) � �1kuk0 with 0; �1 independent of � .Aordingly, the spaes H;V, V 0 beomeH = L2�R;L2(Rn)�V = L2�R;H ;1(Rn)�V 0 = L2�R;H ;�1(Rn)�and with F = �u 2 L2�R;H ;1(Rn)� : �u�� 2 L2(R;H ;�1(Rn))�we get the time-dependent Dirihlet formE(u; v) = ZRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� � ZRD�u�� (�; �); v(�; �)E0 d� (4:1)



Frational Derivatives 815whenever u 2 F and v 2 V; if u 2 V and v 2 F we setE(u; v) = ZRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� + ZRD�v�� (�; �); u(�; �)E0 d�: (4:2)For (further) onrete examples we refer to the paper [10℄. We want to get hold on theterms ZRD�u�� (�; �); v(�; �)E0 d� and ZRD�v�� (�; �); u(�; �)E0 d�:In order to do so we onsider the anisotropi Sobolev spaesH��;s(R� Rn); ��(�; �) := j�j� +  (�) (0 < � � 1; s 2 R) (4:3)with norm given bykuk2H��;s(R�Rn) = ZRZRn �1 + ��(�; �)�sjbu(�; �)j2d�d�: (4:4)Note that �� is again a ontinuous negative de�nite funtion on R � Rn. Denote byeu(�; x) the partial Fourier transform in the �rst variable,eu(�; x) = 1p2� ZRe�i��u(�; x) d� (4:5)whereas bu(�; �) denotes the (full) Fourier transform in the R�Rn-spae. It is not hardto see thatkuk2F = ZRZRn �1 +  (�)�jbu(�; �)j2d�d� + ZRZRn �1 +  (�)��1j�j2jbu(�; �)j2d�d�:Therefore, we have H�1;2(R�Rn) � F , and for u; v 2 H�1;2(R�Rn) we �nd using thePlanherel theoremE(u; v) = ZRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� � ZRD�u�� (�; �); v(�; �)E0 d�= ZRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� + ZRZRn(�i�)eu(�; x) ev(�; x) dxd�= ZRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� + ZRZRnD 12�;�u(�; x)D 12+;�v(�; x) dxd�:Moreover, if u; v 2 H�1;1(R� Rn), we �nd by a density argumentjE(u; v)j �M ZRku(�; �)kH ;1(Rn)kv(�; �)kH ;1(Rn) d�+ kD 12�;�ukL2(R�Rn)kD 12+;�vkL2(R�Rn):Sine L2�R; H ;1(Rn)� ' L2(R) 
 H ;1(Rn), an appliation of the Cauhy-Shwarzinequality yields jE(u; v)j �MkukH�1;1(R�Rn)kvkH�1;1(R�Rn)+ kD 12�;�ukL2(R�Rn)kD 12+;�vkL2(R�Rn): (4:6)On the other hand,kD 12�uk2L2(R�Rn) � ZRZRn j�j jbu(�; �)j2d�d� � kuk2H�1;1(R�Rn): (4:7)Together, (4.6) and (4.7) prove our next theorem.



816 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingTheorem 4.2. Let �E(�)(�; �); H ;1(Rn)	��0, (E(�; �);F), and  : Rn ! R be asabove. Then the estimatejE(u; v)j � kukH�1;1(R�Rn)kvkH�1;1(R�Rn) (4:8)is valid for all u; v 2 H�1;1(R� Rn) with �1(�; �) = j�j+  (�).As in the ase of the translation invariant drift form onsidered in Setion 2 above,the form �E; H�1;1(R � Rn)� does not satisfy the setor ondition on H�1;1(R � Rn)sine the term 
D 12�;�u;D 12+;�v�L2(R�Rn) does neither satisfy the setor ondition nor anit be ontrolled by the expression RRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� . However, as in Setion 2,we get the following assertion.Theorem 4.3. For every 0 < � < 1 the bilinear formE(�)(u; v) = ZRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� + ZRZRnD �2�;�u(�; x)D �2+;�v(�; x) dxd� (4:9)satis�es on H��;1(R� Rn) the setor ondition, i.e.jE(�)(u; v)j � � kukH��;1(R�Rn)kvkH��;1(R�Rn) (4:10)for all u; v 2 H��;1(R � Rn). In partiular, �E(�)(�; �); H��;1(R � Rn)� is a non-symmetri Dirihlet form.Proof. It is enough to ontrol the antisymmetri part of (4.9) by its symmetripart. Sine by our assumptions RRE(�)�u(�; �); v(�; �)�d� is symmetri, we only have toestimate the antisymmetri part of 
D �2�;�u;D �2+;�v�L2(R�Rn) in terms of its symmetripart. But this is done by exatly the same alulations as for the subordinated driftform (f. Setion 2).The proof of (4.10) is an obvious adaptation of the proof of Theorem 4.2. That�E(�)(�; �); H��;1(R � Rn)� is indeed an ordinary non-symmetri Dirihlet form followseasily: bilinearity and losedness of the form are lear, the setor ondition has justbeen established, and (DF.1), (DF.3) - (DF.5) an be seen just as in Theorem 2.1With the same methods as in Setion 2 get again an approximation result:Corollary 4.4. In the situation of Theorem 4:3 we havelim�"1E(�)(u; v) = E(u; v) (4:11)for all u; v 2 H�1;1(R� Rn).In the ase of generalized Dirihlet forms (see W. Stannat [29, 30℄) the operator��� in the de�nition of E(�; �) is replaed by the generator �� of any sub-Markoviansemigroup on L2(R). If the operator �� is of the type��u(�; x) = 1p2� ZRei���(�)eu(�; x) d�with some ontinuous negative de�nite funtion � : R ! C, we may almost literallyapply the onsiderations made before for time-dependent Dirihlet forms. More generalsituations will be treated in Setion 6 below.



Frational Derivatives 8175. The drift form in RnWe will now onsider the bilinear formD(u; v) = nXj=1 ZRn bj(x)u(x) �v(x)�xj dx: (5:1)By D��;j we denote the partial frational derivative of order � (0 < � � 1) in diretionxj (1 � j � n) given by the analogue of (1.7). If the oeÆient funtions bj are smoothenough, we �ndnXj=1 ZRn bj(x)u(x)(D 12�;j D 12�;jv)(x) dx= nXj=1 ZRn bj(x)D 12+;ju(x) �D 12�;jv(x) dx+ nXj=1 ZRn u(x)[bj;D 12�;j ℄D 12�;jv(x) dx:By [bj ;D 12�;j℄ we denote the ommutator:[bj ;D 12�;j℄u = bj(x)D 12�;ju(x)�D 12�;j(bju)(x):We will see below for whih bj these formal manipulations an be justi�ed. If bj 2L1(Rn), we have the obvious estimate���� nXj=1 ZRn bj(x)D 12+;ju(x) �D 12�;jv(x) dx����� nXj=1 kbjk1kD 12+;juk0 kD 12�;jvk0� nXj=1 kbjk1kukH 12 (Rn)kvkH 12 (Rn):In order to estimate the seond term in the �rst alulation above we need the followingommutator estimate.Proposition 5.1. Let b 2 C1b (Rn). Then we have for all 0 < � � 1 and 1 < p <1the estimate [D��;j ; b℄uLp(Rn) � �;pkbkC1b (Rn)kukLp(Rn) (5:2)where [D��;j ; b℄u = D��;j(bu)� bD��;ju stands for the ommutator of D��;j and b.Proof. For notational onveniene, we write (x̂; xj) instead of (x1; : : : ; xj ; : : : ; xn);this abuse of notation should not ause any problems. SineD��;jv(x) = ��(1��) ZR+ �v(x̂; xj)� v(x̂; xj + t)� t���1dt



818 N. Jaob and R. L. Shillingwe �nd [D��;j ; b℄u(x̂; xj) = ZR+ b(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)t�+1 u(x̂; xj + t) dt= Z 10 �b(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)�t�+1�� u(x̂; xj + t)t� dt+ Z 11 �b(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)�t�+1�� u(x̂; xj + t)t� dtwith parameters �; � satisfying � � 1 + 1p < � < 1p < � < � + 1p . If q is suh that1p + 1q = 1, we get by the H�older inequality��[D��;j ; b℄u(x̂; xj)���  Z 10 jb(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)jqt(�+1��)q dt! 1q Z 10 ju(x̂; xj + t)jpt�p dt! 1p+ Z 11 jb(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)jqt(�+1��)q dt! 1q Z 11 ju(x̂; xj + t)jpt�p dt! 1p� I1(x) + I2(x):Taking the Lp(Rn)-norm we �ndkI1kLp(Rn)� supx2Rn Z 10 jb(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)jqt(�+1��)q dt! 1q ZRnZ 10 ju(x̂; xj + t)jpt�p dt dx! 1p= supx2Rn Z 10 jb(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)jqt(�+1��)q dt! 1q Z 10 dtt�p!1=p kukLp(Rn):Observing thatsupx2Rn Z 10 jb(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)jqt(�+1��)q dt! 1q �  �b�xj 1 Z 10 dtt(���)q! 1q
and that, by our hoie of �, q(�� �) < 1, we getkI1kLp(Rn) � 1  �b�xj 1 kukLp(Rn):



Frational Derivatives 819By a similar alulation,kI2kLp(Rn)� supx2Rn Z 11 jb(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)jqt(�+1��)q dt! 1q ZRnZ 11 ju(x̂; xj + t)jpt�p dtdx! 1p�  Z 11 kb(x̂; xj)� b(x̂; xj + t)kq1t(�+1��)q dt! 1q Z 11 dtt�p! 1p kukLp(Rn)� 21� 1q kbk1 Z 11 dtt(�+1��)q! 1q  Z 11 dtt�p! 1p kukLp(Rn)implying { by our hoie of � and � { thatkI2kLp(Rn) � 2kbk1 kukLp(Rn)and the assertion followsThe next theorem shows, in partiular, for whih bj the formal alulations of the�rst paragraph in this setion an be justi�ed.Theorem 5.2. Let D(u; v) be given by (5:1). For bj 2 C1b (Rn) the estimatejD(u; v)j �  kukH 12 (Rn) kvkH 12 (Rn) (5:3)holds for all u; v 2 H 12 (Rn).Proof. Let u; v 2 H 12 (Rn). ThenjD(u; v)j � nXj=1 kbjk1kukH 12 (Rn)kvkH 12 (Rn) + nXj=1 ���� ZRn u(x)[bj;D 12�;j ℄D 12�;jv(x) dx����� nXj=1 kbjk1kukH 12 (Rn)kvkH 12 (Rn) + nXj=1 jkbjkC1b (Rn) kuk0kD 12�;jvk0�  nXj=1 kbjkC1b (Rn)kukH 12 (Rn)kvkH 12 (Rn)and we are doneRemark 5.3. For u 2 H1(Rn) we getD(u; u) = 12 nXj=1 ZRn bj(x) �u2(x)�xj dx = � 12 ZRn� nXj=1 �bj(x)�xj �u2(x) dx:Thus, Pnj=1 �bj(x)�xj � 0 implies D(u; u) � 0. By Theorem 5.2 we get even D(u; u) � 0for u 2 H 12 (Rn).



820 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingLet 0 < � < 1 and bj 2 C1b (Rn). We onsider the formD(�)(u; v) := nXj=1 ZRn bj(x)v(x)D��;ju(x) dx= nXj=1 ZRn bj(x)D �2+;jv(x) �D �2�;ju(x) dx+ nXj=1 ZRn v(x)[bj;D �2�;j ℄D �2�;ju(x) dx: (5:4)
From Proposition 5.1 we know that this form is well-de�ned and we immediately getthe following analogue to Theorem 5.2.Theorem 5.4. Let 0 < � < 1 and D(�)(u; v) be given by (5:4). For bj 2 C1b (Rn)the estimate jD(�)(u; v)j �  kukH �2 (Rn)kvkH �2 (Rn) (5:5)holds for all u; v 2 H �2 (Rn). Moreover, we havelim�"1D(�)(u; v) = D(u; v) (5:6)for all u; v 2 H 12 (Rn).Proof. Sine (5.5) follows just as (5.3), we will only hek (5.6). Using (5.4) weget D(�)(u; v) = nXj=1 ZRn bj(x)D �2+;jv(x) �D �2�;ju(x) dx+ nXj=1 ZRn[D �2+;j ; bj℄v(x) �D �2�;ju(x) dx:For u; v 2 H 12 (Rn) and bj 2 C1b (Rn) the limitslim�"1D �2�;ju = D 12�;ju and lim�"1[D �2+;j ; bj℄v = [D 12+;j ; bj℄vexist strongly in L2(Rn) and the assertion followsIn order to examine the formD(�)(�; �) in greater detail, we note that we an rewrite(5.4) as D(�)(u; v) = nXj=1E(�)(u; bjv)where E(�)(�; �) is the higher-dimensional ounterpart of the form introdued in (2.8).Set � = ��(1��) . Applying Theorem 2.1 to eah of the terms E(�)(u; bjv) (j = 1; : : : ; n)



Frational Derivatives 821we �ndE(�)(u; bjv)= ZRn bj(x)v(x)D��;ju(x) dx= �4 ZRnZR�u(x̂; xj � t)� u(x̂; xj)��(bjv)(x̂; xj � t)� (bjv)(x̂; xj)�jtj�+1 dtdx+ �2�+1ZRnZR+�u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj � t)��(bjv)(x̂; xj + t) + (bjv)(x̂; xj � t)�t�+1 dtdx� 14 Ij1 + 12�+1 Ij2 :Elementary but rather lengthy alulations yieldIj1 = � ZRnZRbj(x̂; xj) �u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj)��v(x̂; xj + t)� v(x̂; xj)�jtj�+1 dtdx� ZRn v(x)[D�+;j +D��;j ; bj℄u(x) dx+ ZRn v(x)u(x)(D�+;j +D��;j)bj(x) dxandIj2 =�ZRnZR+bj(x̂; xj + t) �u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj � t)��v(x̂; xj + t) + v(x̂; xj � t)�t�+1 dtdx+ 2�ZRnv(x)[D�+;j ; bj℄u(x) dx� 2�ZRnv(x)u(x)D�+;jbj(x) dx:This proves our next theorem.Theorem 5.5. Let D(�)(u; v) denote the bilinear form given by (5:4). If bj 2C1b (Rn), we have the alternative representationD(�)(u; v) = nXj=1��4 ZRnZRbj(x̂; xj)� �u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj)��v(x̂; xj + t)� v(x̂; xj)�jtj�+1 dtdx+ �2�+1 ZRnZR+ bj(x̂; xj + t)� �u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj � t)��v(x̂; xj + t) + v(x̂; xj � t)�t�+1 dtdx�+ 12 R(�)(u; v)
(5:7)

where � = ��(1��) andR(�)(u; v) =12 nXj=1 ZRn v(x)�[D�+;j �D��;j ; bj℄u(x)� u(x)(D�+;j �D��;j)bj(x)� dx (5:8)



822 N. Jaob and R. L. Shillingfor all u; v 2 H �2 (Rn).Corollary 5.6. De�ne D�j;Im = 12 (D��;j � D�+;j). In the situation of Theorem 5:5we �nd for u 2 H�(Rn) thatR(�)(u; v) = � nXj=1 ZRn v(x)�D�j;Im(bju)(x)� bj(x)D�j;Imu(x)� u(x)D�j;Imbj(x)�dx:If, in partiular, for all u 2 H�(Rn)nXj=1 �D�j;Im(bju)(x)� bj(x)D�j;Imu(x)� u(x)D�j;Imbj(x)� = 0 (5:9)is satis�ed, we haveD(�)(u; v) = nXj=1��4 ZRnZRbj(x̂; xj)� �u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj)��v(x̂; xj + t)� v(x̂; xj)�jtj�+1 dtdx+ �2�+1 ZRnZR+ bj(x̂; xj + t)� �u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj � t)��v(x̂; xj + t) + v(x̂; xj � t)�t�+1 dtdx�with � = ��(1��) . Under the additional assumptionsbj � 0 (1 � j � n) and nXj=1D��;jbj � 0 (5:10)the bilinear form D(�)(�; �) is positive de�nite in the sense that D(�)(u; u) � 0 for allu 2 H �2 (Rn).Proof. It remains to show the positive de�niteness of the form. Let u 2 H �2 (Rn).ThenD(�)(u; u) = �4�(1��) nXj=1 ZRnZRbj(x̂; xj) �u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj)�2jtj�+1 dtdx+ �2�+1�(1��) nXj=1 ZRnZR+ bj(x̂; xj) u2(x̂; xj)� u2(x̂; xj � 2t)t�+1 dtdxand �2�+1�(1��) ZRnZR+ bj(x̂; xj) u2(x̂; xj)� u2(x̂; xj � 2t)t�+1 dtdx= 12 ZRn bj(x)D�+;j(u2)(x) dx= 12 ZRnD��;jbj(x) � u2(x) dx:Summation over j = 1; : : : ; n proves the assertion



Frational Derivatives 823Note that { by the remark following Lemma 1.3 at the end of Setion 1 { (5.9) isautomatially ful�lled if eah bj is independent of xj, i.e. if bj(x̂; xj) � bj(x̂) (1 � j � n)where we used our shorthand (x̂; xj) for x.Corollary 5.7. Suppose, in addition to the assumptions made in Theorem 5:5,that bj(x) � � > 0 and that bj is independent of xj, i.e. bj(x̂; xj) = bj(x̂). Then�D(�)(�; �); H �2 (Rn)� is a (non-symmetri) Dirihlet form.Proof. Observe that, under our assumptions, (5.9) and (5.10) hold. From Theorem5.5 we dedue that D(�)(�; �) takes the formD(�)(u; v) =nXj=1��4 ZRn�1 bj(x̂)� ZRZR�u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj)��v(x̂; xj + t)� v(x̂; xj)�jtj�+1 dtdxjdx̂+ �2�+1 ZRn�1 bj(x̂)� ZRZR+ �u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj � t)��v(x̂; xj + t) + v(x̂; xj � t)�t�+1 dtdxjdx̂�with � = ��(1��) . This implies the ontration property (DF.4) for D(�)(�; �), just asin the setting dissussed in Setion 2. It remains to prove that �D(�)(�; �); H �2 (Rn)� islosed. By Theorem 5.4 we know already thatD(�)1 (u; u) := D(�)(u; u) + hu; ui0 �  kuk2H �2 (Rn):It is therefore enough to show kuk2H �2 (Rn) � ~D(�)1 (u; u)for some onstant ~ > 0. Using the lower bound of the oeÆient funtions we �ndD(�)(u; u) = nXj=1 �4 ZRn�1 b(x̂) ZRZR�u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj)�2jtj�+1 dtdxjdx̂� � nXj=1 �4 ZRn�1ZRZR�u(x̂; xj + t)� u(x̂; xj)�2jtj�+1 dtdxjdx̂� (�; �) nXj=1 ZRn j�jj�jbu(�)j2 d�� ~(�; �; n) ZRn� nXj=1 j�j j2��2 jbu(�)j2d�where we used very muh the same alulation that led to Theorem 2.1



824 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingRemark 5.8. The most general onditions suh that D(�)(�; �) given by (5.4) ex-tends to a non-symmetri Dirihlet form are yet unknown. In partiular, the losednessof D(�)(�; �) and the ontration property are diÆult to prove.On the other hand, the ondition that the oeÆients bj(x̂; xj) = bj(x̂) are inde-pendent of xj seems not to be too restritive. Note that [D��;j ; bj℄ � 0 already impliesD��;jbj(x) = 0 for Lebesgue-almost every x. This, in turn, gives bj(x̂; xj) = bj(x̂)whenever bj is smooth enough.6. Frational powers of dissipative operatorsWe will now onsider arbitrary losed dissipative operators and, in partiular, in-�nitesimal generators of arbitrary strongly ontinuous ontration semigroups. Assumethroughout this setion that (A;D(A)) is a losed operator on the omplex Hilbert spaeH with inner produt h�; �i and norm k � k. The operator is dissipative, that isk�u�Auk � Re�kuk (u 2 D(A)):Clearly, this implies that suh operators are non-positive in the sense that RehAu; ui � 0,but A is not neessarily setorial. Frational powers of a losed dissipative operator anbe de�ned by(�A)�u = sin(��)� ZR+(�A)(s� A)�1u dss1�� (u 2 D(A); 0 < � < 1) (6:1)where D(A) is a ore for �(�A)�;D((�A)�� (see, e.g., Yosida [31: Setion IX.11℄ or [1,18, 27℄).We want to show that (�A)� is always setorial, that is to say thath(�A)�u; ui 2 S��2 := �z 2 C : j arg zj � ��2 	 (6:2)(arg z takes values in (��; �℄). Let us start with some preparations.Lemma 6.1. Let (A;D(A)) be a losed dissipative operator on a omplex Hilbertspae. Then its frational power has the representatione�i�#(�A)�u = sin(��)� ZR+(�A)(sei# �A)�1u dss1�� (u 2 D(A)) (6:3)with 0 < � < 1 and any ��2 < # < �2 .Proof. It is suÆient to onsider the ase where 0 < # < �2 , sine we may alwayshange from # to �#, and # = 0 is just (6.1). The resolvent z 7! (z�A)�1 is an analyti



Frational Derivatives 825funtion in the right half-plane fz 2 C : Rez > 0g, so we may integrate along the paths

and obtain Z�0(�A)(z �A)�1u dzz1�� = Z��[�[�n(�A)(z �A)�1u dzz1�� :Parametrizing the urves and hanging variables givesZ�0(�A)(z � A)�1u dzz1�� = ei�# Z n� (�A)(sei# � A)�1 dss1��Z�(�A)(z � A)�1u dzz1�� = Z n� (�A)(s� A)�1 dss1�� :Note that for u 2 D(A) we havek(�A)(z � A)�1uk � 2kuk and k(�A)(z �A)�1uk � (Rez)�1kAuk:Therefore,  Z 1n (�A)(s�A)�1u dss1��  � Z 1n dss2�� kAuk = n��11� � kAukand  Z �0 (�A)(s� A)�1u dss1��  � 2 Z �0 dss1�� kuk = ��� kuk;and this implies that the strong limit limn;� R n� (�A)(s � A)�1us��1ds exists (at leastfor u 2 D(A)) and equals (�A)�u. The assertion thus follows one we have shown thaton D(A) lim�!0  Z��(�A)(z �A)�1u dzz1��  = 0 (6:4)limn!1  Z�n(�A)(z �A)�1u dzz1��  = 0: (6:5)



826 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingAgain parametrizing the ars and hanging variables we arrive at Z��(�A)(z � A)�1u dzz1��  � �� Z #0 (�A)(�ei(#��) � A)�1u d�� �� Z #0 �1 + 1os(#� �)�kuk d�where we used the fat that for u 2 H(�A)(�ei(#��) � A)�1u � kuk+ �(�ei(#��) � A)�1u � �1 + �Re�ei(#��) �kuk:Sine # < �2 , the above integral is �nite, and (6.4) follows. The limit (6.5) an be seenin a similar way using the estimate k(�A)(nei� �A)�1uk � (Renei�)�1kAukWe are now ready for the main theorem of this setion. For � = 12 and a di�erentrepresentation of the square-root of a dissipative operator this result an be found inKato's book [13: p. 281℄. For the readers' onveniene, we give here a somewhatdi�erent proof that is adapted to our situation and holds for an arbitrary 0 < � < 1.Theorem 6.2. Let (A;D(A)) be a losed dissipative operator on the omplex Hilbertspae H. Then its frational power (�A)� is setorial, i.e. h(�A)�u; ui 2 S��2 holds forall u 2 D((�A)�) and 0 < � < 1.Proof. Fix some Æ > 0, 0 < # < �2 and apply Lemma 6.1 to the operator AÆ :=A� Æ id to �nde�i�#(�AÆ)�u = sin(��)� ZR+(�AÆ)(sei# � AÆ)�1u dss1�� �u 2 D(AÆ) = D(A)�:Let u 2 D(A) and set v = �AÆu. Then(�AÆ)��1v = (�AÆ)��1(�AÆ)u = (�AÆ)�u �v 2 D((�AÆ)��1)�and we �nd e�i�#
(�AÆ)��1v; v� = sin(��)� ZR+ 
(sei# �AÆ)�1v; v� dss1�� :Substituting w = (sei# �AÆ)�1v, we see that for the above integrandRe
(sei# �AÆ)�1v; v� = Re
w; (sei# � AÆ)w�= s os# kwk2 + Ækwk2 +Rehw;�Awi� 0by our assumptions on # and A. Thus,Re�e�i�#
(�AÆ)��1v; v�� � 0 (6:6)



Frational Derivatives 827for all v = �AÆu and u 2 D(A). Sine multipliation by e�i�# is a rotation of angle�#, (6.6) implies 
(Æ � A)��1v; v� 2 S�2��#: (6:7)Writing w := (�AÆ)��1v = (�AÆ)�u for u 2 D(A), we observe beause of the identities(�AÆ)�(�AÆ)1�� = (�AÆ)1��(�AÆ)� = �AÆ(in the sense of losed operators; see, e.g., [18, 27℄) that D((�AÆ)1��) = (�AÆ)�[D(AÆ)℄.Sine # 2 (0; �2 ) was arbitrary, we may let #! �2 and (6.7) beomeshw; (Æ � A)1��wi 2 S(1��)�2 �w 2 D((�AÆ)1��)�:Sine D((�AÆ)�) = D((�A)�) is independent of Æ for all 0 � � � 1 and sinelimÆ!0AÆu = Au strongly, and the Theorem is established as Æ ! 0Corollary 6.3. In the situation of Theorem 6:2 we have��Imh(�A)�u; ui�� � tan ���2 �Reh(�A)�u; uifor all u 2 D((�A)�).Corollary 6.4. Let (A;D(A)) be the generator of any strongly ontinuous ontra-tion semigroup on the real Hilbert spae H. Then every frational power (�A)� (0 <� < 1) satis�es the setor ondition (DF.2). In fat, we even have��h(�A)�u; vi�� � �ph(�A)�u; uiph(�A)�v; vifor all u; v 2 D((�A)�).Proof. Denote by AC the omplexi�ation of A with natural domain D(A) +iD(A) � HC. Sine[(�A)(s� A)�1℄C= (�AC)(s�AC)�1 (s > 0)we get from formula (6.1) that [(�A)�℄C= (�AC)� and that D(A) + iD(A) is a orefor [(�A)�℄C. The assertion now follows from Theorem 6.2 by standard results fromabstrat funtional analysis (see, e.g., Ma and R�okner [17: Proposition 2.17℄)For our next result we need a generalization of non-symmetri Dirihlet forms thatan also be found in [17℄. A losed bilinear form satisfying the onditions (DF.1) -(DF.3) and (DF.5), but only one alternative in (DF.4) is alled semi-Dirihlet form.Observe that �(�A)� generates a strongly ontinuous ontration semigroup when-ever �A does (see [31: Setion IX.11℄).Corollary 6.5. Let (A;D(A)) be the generator of a strongly ontinuous sub-Mar-kovian ontration semigroup on the real Hilbert spae H. Then E(�)(u; v) := h(�A)�u;vi (u; v 2 D((�A)�)) extends to a semi-Dirihlet form. The domain D(E(�)) is theompletion of D(A) with respet to the salar produthhu; vii� = h(�A)�u; vi+ h(�A)�v; ui+ hu; vi:



828 N. Jaob and R. L. ShillingIf the adjoint semigroup is also sub-Markovian, E(�)(�; �) extends to a non-symmetriDirihlet form. Moreover, we havelim�"1h(�A)�u; vi = h(�A)u; vi (6:8)for all u; v 2 D(A).Proof. As generator of a semigroup �(�A)� is a maximal dissipative operator.Sine it also satis�es the setor ondition (DF.2), the form E(�)(u; v) := h(�A)�u; viextends to a semi-Dirihlet form (see [17: p. 39℄).On a Hilbert spae, the adjoint operator of a maximal dissipative operator is againmaximal dissipative. Clearly, (�A�)� = (�A)� �, and applying Corollary 6.4 to the op-erator (�A�) shows that (�A)� � is setorial. If fT �t gt�0 is sub-Markovian, we onludeas above that the formF(�)(u; v) := h(�A)� �u; vi = hu; (�A)�vi = E(�)(v; u)extends to a semi-Dirihlet form; this shows that E(�)(�; �) satis�es both onditions in(DF.4), i.e. it has an extension to a non-symmetri Dirihlet form.The general theory shows that D(E(�)) is obtained as ompletion of D((�A)�) withrespet to hh�; �ii�. Sine D(A) is an operator ore for ((�A)�;D((�A)�)) { that is to saythat every u 2 D((�A)�) an be approximated in graph-norm by a sequene ontainedin D(A) { it is obvious that D(E(�)) arises also as ompletion of D(A) with respet tohh�; �ii�.Statement (6.8) an be rephrased aslim�"1(�A)�u = (�A)u weakly in the spae H:This, however, follows from the known left-ontinuity (in the strong topology) of themap (0; 1℄ 3 � 7! (�A)�u (u 2 D(A)) (see Nollau [18: Folgerung 2℄ or Balakrishnan[1: Lemma 2.3℄; the latter proves only left-ontinuity at � = 1 whih is but suÆient)Referenes[1℄ Balakrishnan, A. V.: Frational powers of losed operators and the semigroups generatedby them. Pa. J. Math. 10 (1960), 419 { 437.[2℄ Berg, C. and G.Forst: Non-symmetri translation invariant Dirihlet forms. Invent.Math. 21 (1973), 199 { 212.[3℄ Berg, C. and G. Forst: Potential Theory on Loally Compat Abelian Groups (Ergebnisseder Mathematik und ihrer Grenzgebiete (Serie II): Band 87). Berlin: Springer-Verlag1975.[4℄ Bertoin, J.: L�evy Proesses (Cambridge Trats in Mathematis: Vol. 121). Cambridge:Univ. Press. 1996.[5℄ Carillo-Menendez, S.: Proessus de Markov assoi�e �a une forme de Dirihlet non sym�etri-que. Z. Wahrsheinlihkeitstheorie verw. Geb. 33 (1975), 133 { 154.
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